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(a) Initial full-view scene of ChatDirector (b) Conversations with Alice (c) Conversations between Alice and Bob (d) Full-view scene when Charlie speaks to all

Figure 1: Screenshots of ChatDirector, captured from the local user, Sean’s laptop during a remote meeting with Alice (left),
Bob (center), and Charlie (right). (a) Using an off-the-shelf laptop or workstation equipped with an RGB camera, ChatDirector
depicts remote participants as 3D portrait avatars and renders them in a shared virtual meeting environment. Sean starts his
progress update to the team. (b) When Sean inquires about a feature update from Alice, ChatDirector recognizes the speech
activity and automatically focuses the camera on Alice, facilitating amore personal one-on-one discussion. (c) Later, Bob steps
in and asks Alice further questions, ChatDirector arranges their avatars in a pairwise layout and simulates direct eye contact
by orienting their 3D avatars towards each other. (d) When Charlie updates his progress to everyone, the camera is zoomed
out with other avatars turning to Charlie, to provide Sean with a visual cue of the speech transition.

ABSTRACT
Remote video conferencing systems (RVCS) are widely adopted
in personal and professional communication. However, they of-
ten lack the co-presence experience of in-person meetings. This is
largely due to the absence of intuitive visual cues and clear spatial
relationships among remote participants, which can lead to speech
interruptions and loss of attention. This paper presents ChatDirec-
tor, a novel RVCS that overcomes these limitations by incorporating
space-aware visual presence and speech-aware attention transition
assistance. ChatDirector employs a real-time pipeline that converts
participants’ RGB video streams into 3D portrait avatars and ren-
ders them in a virtual 3D scene. We also contribute a decision tree
algorithm that directs the avatar layouts and behaviors based on
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participants’ speech states. We report on results from a user study
(N=16) where we evaluated ChatDirector. The satisfactory algo-
rithm performance and complimentary subject user feedback imply
that ChatDirector significantly enhances communication efficacy
and user engagement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Remote video conferencing systems (RVCS) have become indis-
pensable tools in facilitating virtual group meetings across various
domains, including work [3, 61] (e.g., weekly stand-ups, city council
meetings, group interviews), education [40, 41] (e.g., office hours,
parent-teacher meetings, language classes), and social interactions
[19] (e.g., family gatherings, conversational games). Prevalent RVCS,
such as Google Meet [24], Zoom [86], and Microsoft Teams [48],
commonly adopt a grid layout on 2D screens to render remote partic-
ipants’ video streams, enabling open and unrestricted conversations
during virtual meetings. While these products have introduced fea-
tures that extend RVCS capabilities (e.g., screen sharing and hand
raising), leveraging RVCS primarily for speech-focused conversa-
tions remains a prevalent usage scenario for common users. In
common scenarios, like the ones mentioned above, small groups of
people engage in virtual gatherings to share insights and exchange
opinions in back-and-forth discussions. However, prior research
has shown that a traditional 2D-based RVCS often fail to replicate
the visual cues present in face-to-face conversations, such as head
movements and eye contact, which leads to numerous issues. For ex-
ample, loss of attention [56, 69] and speech disruptions [11, 52] may
impact communication efficiency and engagement. In this paper, we
propose solutions to enhance spatial awareness and speech fluency
in RVCS for small group conversations. Our approach requires no
special equipment beyond a typical computing environment with a
common 2D display and an RGB camera.

Recently, there has been a lot of attention in strategies to re-
produce in-person visual cues in RVCS. Commercial applications
[24, 48, 86] offer features such as dynamic borders and icons to
highlight the current speaker, as well as the ability to resize and
rearrange windows of remote participants. Meanwhile, Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers have proposed innovative
solutions, including visually illustrating eye contact [21, 31, 77] and
attention [10, 83], and dynamically adjusting the 2D layouts and
visual representations of remote participants according to conversa-
tional states [28, 36]. However, these designs are still constrained to
a 2D space, adhering to the grid-layout paradigm prevalent in main-
stream RVCS. Consequently, users may exert unnecessary mental
effort to interpret the presented information. Additionally, the 2D
representations lack many of the co-presence attributes that make
in-person meetings fluent and engaging. To address these limita-
tions, we introduce an RVCS that leverages the spatial awareness
inherent in face-to-face meetings through 3D rendering of both
remote participants and environments.

3D capture and display technologies have been explored as poten-
tial avenues for simulating face-to-face meetings. Prior art has intro-
duced depth-enabled displays and devices capable of reconstructing
the visual representations [22, 63], spatial layouts [39, 54, 85], and
head movements [58, 73] of remote participants within a 3D en-
vironment. These advances enable users to experience a sense of
co-presence with remote attendees, effectively preserving the vi-
sual cues inherent in offline conversations. While these promising
solutions offer high-fidelity and spatial awareness in visual repre-
sentations of remote participants, their scalability is hindered be-
cause of requiring specialized hardware. This dependency restricts
users from starting remote meetings on-the-go, thereby limiting the

widespread adoption and scalability of such solutions. Meanwhile,
existing research has primarily centered on technical contributions.
Yet, the attention [56, 69] and speech [11, 52] issues have not been
well addressed in practical multi-user remote meeting settings.

In light of these challenges and opportunities, we introduce Chat-
Director, an RVCS that facilitates spatially preserved and speech-
fluent remote conferencing on standard computing devices, such as
laptops with a front-facing camera. ChatDirector employs a light-
weight rendering pipeline that reconstructs 3D portrait avatars
from a single RGB webcam, and renders a virtual 3D conference
scene. This scene’s viewport dynamically adjusts in response to the
user’s head movements. Additionally, we have designed an algo-
rithm that modulates the layout and poses of remote participants
based on speech activity, emulating the natural eye contact and at-
tention shifts of face-to-face conversations. A user evaluation with
16 participants revealed that ChatDirector significantly enhances
both communication efficacy and user engagement over traditional
RVCS. In summary, our contributions are:

• A formative study (N=10) that informs the design considera-
tions to address the challenges in existing RVCS.

• A web-based RVCS with space-aware scene rendering and
speech-driven layout adjustment, providing a video confer-
encing experience that resembles the co-presence and fluidity of
in-person meetings.

• A novel real-time RGB video to 3D avatar reconstruction
pipeline. We introduce a pipeline that reconstructs 3D portrait
avatars from RGB-webcams via a lightweight depth estimation
model, and dynamically renders them in a virtual meeting scene.

• A speech-driven layout transition algorithm.We contribute
a decision tree algorithm to dynamically adjust the scene layout
and avatar poses based on participants’ speech states, facilitating
natural transitions of attention.

• A lab study (N=16). We report on findings from a lab study
where the algorithm performance and user feedback imply sig-
nificant improvements in communication efficacy and user en-
gagement over traditional RVCS.

2 RELATEDWORK
After decades of development since the debut of the first video
streaming prototype in the 1960s [14], remote video conferencing
systems (RVCS) have become ubiquitous in our daily life and work.
RVCS serve as a crucial tool for enabling video-mediated communi-
cation among geographically dispersed parties. However, previous
studies have identified two major issues that hinder the user experi-
ence of RVCS when compared to traditional face-to-face meetings:
lack of visual cues and lack of spatial relationships. In RVCS,
it is not intuitive for participants to use visual cues such as eye
contact and head rotation to effectively draw other users’ attention
[25, 77] or indicate speech handovers [11, 52], which leads to in-
terruptions and conversation delays. Additionally, the absence of
remote participants’ spatial relationship further challenges commu-
nication grounding and reduces the fluency of remote conferencing
[7, 35, 66]. In this section, we review prior works that have endeav-
ored to address these concerns through technical prototypes and
user-centered interaction designs.
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2.1 RVCS with Visual Augmentation
Commercial RVCS [24, 48, 86] operate on computing devices with
RGB cameras, including cellphones and laptops. They allow users
to initiate remote meetings anytime and anywhere. These systems
have incorporated several features to address the above-mentioned
issues by providing visual assistance through highlighted boarders
and enlarged windows to indicate the active speaker. Using the
same screen-camera setup, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
researchers have proposed several approaches to further enhance
the user experience of RVCS with advanced visual assistance.

Eye contact and head rotation serve as critical visual cues that
can implicitly indicate attention transitions in face-to-face meetings
[56]. Prior works have utilized gaze detection techniques to perceive
and represent mutual eye contact in RVCS by rotating remote users’
2D video windows [78] and synthesizing users’ visual appearance
with different gaze behaviors [21, 31]. Additionally, eyeView [36]
resizes the 2D videowindows of remote users to indicate eye contact
states, while LookAtChat [30] rearranges and tilts remote users’
windows based on ongoing conversations. Furthermore, DeVincenzi
et al. [10] and Yao et al. [83] propose blurring irrelevant elements
when multiple remote participants appear in one window, to help
local users focus on the speaker.

However, these approaches are constrained by the 2D grid-layout
form, where visual assistance is limited to adjusting users’ live
videos and layouts. The 2D window layout frequently changes as
remote users join and leave the virtual meeting room, requiring
users to expend additional mental effort to interpret the inconsistent
changes of the 2D layout. Hence, our goal is to create an RVCS
that emulates the benefits of in-person meetings by immersing
2D-screen-based users in a 3D space, granting a spatial perception
of the virtual meeting scenarios with intuitive delivery of 3D visual
augmentation.

2.2 RVCS with Spatial Awareness
One approach to preserving the spatial awareness is through vi-
sualizing each remote user on a separate 2D display and place the
displays in front of local users [68]. Eye contact have also been
integrated by mapping remote users’ head movements onto the
rotations and movements of the displays [58, 59, 73]. Yet, the scala-
bility of such systems is limited due to the requirement of additional
displays to represent the remote users.

In other perspectives, the metaphor of the ‘shared virtual space’
[66] (i.e., all participants are co-present in a shared virtual environ-
ment, while the spatial relationships are preserved in each partic-
ipant’s local view) has gained attraction in remote conferencing.
Commercial applications such as ohyay [53] places 2D live video
streams in a virtual 3D background with seats and tables to create
a sense of remote participants sitting together. Furthermore, with
recent advances in depth cameras and displays, researchers have
proposed the concept of immersive conferencing. Using stereo cam-
eras, remote participants can be reconstructed as volumetric avatars
with rectification [39], 3D reconstruction [47, 84], and 3D display
[37, 63] technologies. These immersive conferencing systems then
construct a 3D virtual meeting scene, where the reconstructed
avatars are rendered around local users [22, 50, 54]. VirtualCube
[85] proposed multiple spatial layout designs that further improve

the co-presence and collaboration efficiency with room-scale dis-
plays. When looking at the 3D avatar representations of remote
participants, users feel immersed in a shared virtual environment
with their spatial relationships preserved, akin to traditional face-
to-face meetings.

Most of these works focus on technical contributions and sys-
tem deployment with a maximum of three users (one local and
two remote). However, when more participants join the shared 3D
environment, whether the system can achieve the same level of
visualization and whether the issue of speech interruptions and
delays [11, 52] could be resolved remain unclear due to the limited
display size. Recently, Meta Horizon Workrooms [32] and Spatial
[72] have leveraged Extended Reality (XR) to immerse users into a
shared 3D virtual meeting environment using head-mounted de-
vices. However, the visual representations of participants in these
systems are either cartoon avatars or pre-set profile photos, which
may not be preferable in application scenarios where high-fidelity
live visual representation of meeting participants and their facial ex-
pressions is required, such as formal meetings or press conferences,
for example. Last but not least, all the above-mentioned systems re-
quire external hardware setups (e.g., depth cameras, large displays,
and head-mounted devices), which significantly limits user mobility
and flexibility to collaborate with other PC-based tools and services.
In ChatDirector, we fully recognize the spatial awareness brought
by prior immersive conferencing systems, and we endeavor to de-
velop a solution that exploits such benefits using widely available
setups (e.g., laptops with webcams) to achieve higher scalability.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
Inspired by prior exploration on the visual augmentation and spatial
awareness approaches, we aim to address the main issues of RVCS,
lack of visual cues and lack of spatial relationships, by proposing an
integrated solution from both the technical and human-centered
perspectives, so that participants can experience a video conferenc-
ing that includes the advantages of both in-person conversations
and online meetings.

3.1 Procedure
Prior works have identified major drawbacks in basic RVCS, and
proposed diverse solutions, as discussed in the Related Works. We
aim to advance insights on what the key factors are that would
impact the 3D-based experience of RVCS on 2D screens and the
corresponding design considerations, to guide us in designing a
novel RVCS. Hence, we conducted a brainstorming session with
10 participants (recruited from Google), who had various techni-
cal backgrounds including software engineers, HCI researchers,
and UX designers. All participants have more than five years in
designing and developing computer applications. Moreover, to col-
lect ideas more effectively, the brainstorm discussion was designed
to be based on concrete virtual meeting scenarios. We recruited
participants who used commercial RVCS in diverse scenarios mul-
tiple times per day. The participants reported scenarios including
work meetings, family gatherings, language classes, conversational
games, and local community and kids’ school meetings. As dis-
cussed in §2, prior works have addressed various challenges with
RVCS from different perspectives and proved their effectiveness
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accordingly. While this paper aims to fill the gap between enabling
engaging and fluent remote meetings on a 2D device, prior findings
are still valuable resources for inspiring the design process. There-
fore, the one-hour brainstorming session started with a 10-minute
presentation of prior research and systems, accompanied by videos
and brief explanations (all the works discussed in §2 were covered).
Next, we asked participants to brainstorm specific examples and
corresponding concerns on a digital whiteboard to address two
prompts in 25 minutes:

(1) If you were to design a new RVCS that is expected to be compa-
rable with face-to-face meetings, what matters and attributes
would you consider? And what features would you design?

(2) From a user’s perspective, when consuming the features you
proposed, what may reduce the overall user experience? And
how would you mitigate it?

Finally, each participant presented their ideas, followed by open-
ended discussion aiming to achieve a series of agreements. The
entire brainstorming session was recorded for post-analysis.

3.2 Design Considerations
Two researchers organized the participants’ responses with the
affinity diagram approach. By analyzing the user-proposed con-
cerns and addressing findings and suggestions from prior works, we
propose five design considerations (DCs) that serve as a guide when
designing ChatDirector, to address the conversation fluency and
engagement research problems in video-mediated communication.

DC1: Enable spatial awareness inRVCS.All participants pro-
posed at least one design that mimics typical in-person meeting
scenarios, addressing the need of co-presence in RVCS [35, 66]. “The
very first idea came to my mind was constructing digital replica of
offline scenes where all other people stand in front of me in a meeting
room, a bar, or at home. Being present in a same environment would
largely increase the feeling of co-presence. (P3)” “I totally agree with
[P3]. I always think the virtual background feature of [commercial
RVCS] is trying to emphasize that we are not in the same place. (P10)”
P10 also proposed a design of adding reference objects in the scene
to improve the feeling of co-presence. “Think about our offline chats,
we always have an unchanged physical environment, like, we sit to-
gether at a bar table or meeting room. But in [commercial RVCS], the
grid layout changes if someone joins or leaves, which really distracts
my attention. (P10)” Following this design, P7 proposed an idea
of anchoring remote participants’ window frames at chairs in a
meeting room, which led to further discussion: “[P7], I also thought
about it. And from UX design perspective, I was then considering the
consistency of the visualization. Now that we want to create a feeling
of 3D, we need to stick to it. Showing 2D assets, especially here, not
2D UI buttons, but human faces, in a 3D environment may introduce
a perceptive gap, reducing user experience. (P2)”, “I would point out
the advantage of providing depth-perception in a 3D place. Like what
[P2] said, we need to give users an illusion as they are in real world
with other participants, tables, and the entire scene. (P1)” Eventually,
the participants reached a consensus that the feeling of co-presence
would significantly improve the user experience and we should
build a shared environment across all meeting participants while
presenting remote participants and assets in a fully 3D manner.

Such visualization would underpin a seamless integration of addi-
tional features addressing other design considerations discussed
below.

DC2: Provide speech-driven assistance. Seven participants
raised designs that provide additional assistance rather than a pure
reconstruction of a physical scene. The discussion was initiated by
P8: “Originally, I thought just duplicating what we have in offline
meetings. Place everyone around me or behind a table. But later, I
realized, well, we are already facing some drawbacks because people
are not face to face. But we have a computer, and at the end of the day,
we are doing an online meeting. We should leverage the computational
power here to compensate the reduced experience. (P8)” “Agree with
[P8]. I suggest breaking down a meeting scenario into something
that a computer can understand. (P5)” Essentially, the participants
dived into the characteristics of group meetings, and achieved an
agreement that the assistance should be driven by user speeches.
“I imagine the system always knows who is talking to whom. Only
this way can it provide timely assistance such as visual adjustments
and hints. In my opinion, group chats are the matters of temporal
sequence of speeches. (P11)” “I would let the system detect each user’s
speech activity as a discrete output, and leverage it to provide proper
assistance. And I agree with [P11]’s temporal sequence idea. Because if
you think about a group chat, no matter a casual chat, or a company
meeting, there are always someone talks to everybody, some people
talk with each other, and some people as audience at differentmoments.
(P1)” The discussion regarding speech awareness was also aligned
with prior studies regarding turn-taking and speech fluency [11,
77], and it revealed a consideration to provide digital assistance in
RVCS utilizing all participants’ speech activities. Meanwhile, the
discussion immediately shifted to the next design consideration
about what assistance the system should provide.

DC3: Replicate visual cues in offlinemeetings. In the seven
participants’ designs, we observed a strong consensus to replicate
visual cues such as eye contact and head rotation involved in typical
offline meetings, which was used to resolve a key issue in RVCS,
loss of attention [56, 69]. “I was thinking why in offline meetings, I
felt so natural and engaged. It might because I could keep track of the
ongoing conversations. How? I follow their head movements and eye
contact. I know [Bob] is talking to [Alice] because they are looking
at each other. So, I unconsciously transit my focus to their talks. And
this happens all the time. (P8)” “I play a video game, Danganronpa.
In that game, it rotates the camera to different characters when they
start to talk. I would add that feature in my design. Just like there is a
camera man transit your focus during the meeting. (P9)” “My design
target other users. In [commercial RVCS], I often get confused about
who is talking to whom by looking at those 2D grids. I believe it’s
because the absence of direct eye contact between that two users. So, I
would add dynamic behaviors to remote participants just like what
they will do in offline meetings, such as rotating their head towards
each other. (P1)” Following this consideration, we are motivated to
design visual assistance that help users shift their focus properly
to the ongoing meeting contents from both the local and remote
perspectives.

DC4:Reduce users’mental load.As the participants discussed
more complicated features, P1 raised a thought-provoking comment:
“I came up with an idea of placing remote participants in adjacent
tiles and rotating their representations based on their speech activities.
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But, I realized this would increase the mental load, right? And am I
going back to existing [RVCS] layout? (P1)” “[P1] you are right. And
we should not let users do too much. Especially in our scope, speech
fluency should not be broken by additional user inputs. I think our
system needs to deliver the assistance in an unobtrusive manner. (P3)”
All the participants agreed that providing assistive features could
help users keep track of the conversations. Yet, we should not make
the system over-complicated — not provide too dense information
simultaneously. Keeping the meeting fluency and engaging should
be prioritized over complex features.

DC5: Maintain a high scalability. While the last point was
not explicitly raised by the participants, we believe it serves as
another key concern. Existing commercial RVCS allow users to
initiate remote meetings using laptops or cellphones, providing
sufficient freedom and seamless access to other tools such as text
chats and screen sharing on the same device.While we acknowledge
the benefits of spatial awareness granted by technical solutions
[63, 84, 85], our aim is to create an RVCS with augmented assistance
that can be democratized to all common users with the same setup
used by existing RVCS (e.g., a laptop with a webcam).

4 CHATDIRECTOR
Following the design considerations, we developed ChatDirector,
a remote video conferencing system that depicts users as 3D por-
trait avatars in a virtual environment with automatic speech-driven
layout transitions and avatar rotations, running on a common off-
the-shelf laptop. In this section, we provide a high-level overview of
ChatDirector and then describe the rendering pipeline that enables
space-aware visualization of both the shared meeting scene and
remote participants. Specifically, we detail the process of recon-
structing a 3D portrait avatar of a participant using the live RGB
video stream as input, and building a shared meeting environment
with space-aware visualization and real-time data communication.
Then, we introduce a decision tree algorithm that utilizes the speech
states of remote participants as inputs, and visually adjusts the lay-
out and behavior of the remote avatars to help users keep track of
the ongoing conversations.

4.1 System Overview
Let’s review the example user journey of ChatDirector shown in
Figure 1. Alice, Bob, Charlie, and Sean (the local user) attend an on-
line meeting using ChatDirector to discuss their team project. They
join the same remote meeting room using their personal laptops, and
turn on their cameras and audio. Figure 1 shows four screenshots
from the local user, Sean’s laptop. In Figure 1a, the 3D portrait
avatars of the other three co-workers are rendered in a pre-selected
virtual conference room. Sean proceeds to update everyone on his
progress, while ChatDirector renders a full view of the scene, decided
by the layout transition algorithm, to give Sean a sense of talking
to everyone. Later, Sean asks Alice several detailed questions, where
ChatDirector zooms in the camera on Alice’s avatar (Figure 1b), al-
lowing Sean to concentrate on the one-on-one conversation with Alice.
When Bob interjects to ask Alice follow-up questions, ChatDirector
adjusts the layout to pairwise focus on Alice and Bob, and turns
their avatars towards each other to simulate eye contact during their
back-and-forth conversations (Figure 1c). After Sean completes his

progress update and the related discussion, Charlie starts his turn. The
system zooms out Sean’s camera to a full view, enlarging Charlie’s
avatar, and turns Bob’s and Alice’s avatars to Charlie, so that Sean’s
attention transitions to Charlie’s speech. All the layout transitions
occur simultaneously on participants’ devices, while the resulting
scene and avatar behaviors may vary based on the speech activ-
ities as perceived from their individual viewpoints. In summary,
ChatDirector enables users to engage in remote conferencing with
dynamic visual assistance for attention transition, creating a sense
of co-presence in the shared 3D meeting scene.

4.2 Space-Aware Scene Rendering Pipeline
4.2.1 Portrait Depth Estimation Model. The high-fidelity visualiza-
tion of meeting participants is crucial for enabling a space-aware
perception of the meeting scene, allowing for more intuitive deliv-
ery of implicit visual cues such as eye contact, similar to in-person
meetings. Prior systems [5, 63] have shown that 3D representation
of remote participants can extensively improve the user experi-
ence in terms of immersiveness and engagement. However, these
approaches typically require cumbersome external devices. To ad-
dress DC1 and DC5, in ChatDirector, we aim to reconstruct a user’s
portrait as a 3D avatar in real-time using only RGB video streams
as inputs.

We contribute a real-time portrait depth estimation model that
takes a single RGB image and predicts a depth image in the same
resolution. We first crop the raw input with a face detection model
[16], and segment the foreground using a body segmentation mod-
ule [6]. In order to optimize computational efficiency, we adopt
a light-weight U-Net architecture with short-cut connections. As
shown in Figure 2a, the encoder gradually downscales the image,
and the decoder increases the feature resolution back to the same
as the input. Deep learning features from the encoder are concate-
nated to the corresponding layers with the same spatial resolution
in the decoders to bring high-resolution signals that would benefit
the recovering of geometrical details, e.g., object boundary and thin
structures. To train the depth estimation model, we use a combi-
nation of synthetic data and portrait photos captured from a large
group of people. Specifically, for the synthetic training data, we
randomly place virtual cameras from a portrait-like view points
(e.g., 30-50cm from camera to the person, 0-35 degrees relative to
the canonical facing direction) and render 5M pairs of color images
and ground truth depth images from the high-fidelity human cap-
tures provided by Guo et.al. [27]. To improve the generalization
on real photos, we use a state-of-the-art photo relighting method
[60] to augment the illumination on the face. For the real images,
we collect video scans of the upper body from 200 subjects that
rotated their head or used moving mobile phone cameras to capture
multiple perspectives. We empirically found that training with the
combination of synthetic and real images achieves the best depth
prediction quality. The depth estimation network is trained with
a scale-invariant loss [15]. During training, we force the decoder
to produce depth predictions with increasing resolutions at each
resolution, and add a loss for each of them with the ground truth.
This helps the decoder predict accurate depth by gradually adding
details. When having virtual meetings, users would look at the 2D
screen with a webcam equipped closely above the screen (e.g., a
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(a) (c)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The portrait depth estimation pipeline of ChatDirector. The model takes in a real-time RGB video stream of
a local user as the input, crops its portrait region based on a face detection model, then segments the foreground with a
body segmentation module, feeds the image to a customized lightweight U-Net, and generates the estimated depth image. (b)
Examples of the rendering outputs when the user does not look at the webcam. (c) Examples of the rendering outputs viewing
from different perspectives while the user looks at the webcam. Viewing angle=35 degrees.

laptop setup). Hence, in most cases, the input image is a front-facing
head. Given the training setting, the depth model also supports the
uncommon scenarios where the user does not look directly into the
webcam. Examples are shown in Figure 2b. In Figure 2c, we also
illustrate more examples of the 3D avatars from different viewing
angles while the user looks at the webcam.

4.2.2 Construction of the Space-Aware Shared Virtual Meeting Scene.
Figure 3 depicts the comprehensive pipeline that empowers each
user to (1) stream their visual representation and speech, (2) re-
ceive remote participants’ visual presence and speech, (3) recon-
struct remote participants as 3D portrait avatars, and (4) render
the virtual meeting scene with depth perception. This pipeline also
enables ChatDirector to recognize remote participants’ real-time
speech states and independently control the behavior of each por-
trait avatar, addressing DC2. These capabilities are crucial for the
speech-driven layout transition algorithm detailed in §4.3.

We leverage WebRTC [80] for data communication among all
participants, where the peer connections are set using a back-end
server [71]. On each user’s device, the depth estimation model
continuously infers depth images, and our system streams the hori-
zontally stacked RGB and depth images out via the video channel.
Meanwhile, the local user’s speech, together with the recognized
transcriptions (detected by the Web Speech API [79]) are streamed
out via the audio and data channels respectively. On the receiv-
ing end, ChatDirector renders a space-aware virtual environment,
mimicking in-person meeting scenarios from the local user’s first-
person view. Visually, a custom shader is used to reconstruct all
remote participants as high-fidelity 3D portrait avatars from the

remote video channels. The avatars are then placed at the pre-
designated positions in a virtual room asset. In large-scale remote
meetings, commercial RVCS [24, 86] only show a subset of the par-
ticipants in the main meeting grid to avoid excessive mental load
and distraction of the overall visualization, which is also raised in
DC4. Following this concern, ChatDirector only visualizes a cer-
tain number of remote participants (6 in the current design) as 3D
portrait avatars in the virtual scene, while hiding others and listing
their names in a drop-down menu (note that the audio of hidden
users are still available to the local user). We will discuss in §7 how
to address large-scale meeting scenarios in future work. In order
to further improve the spatial awareness of the 3D meeting scene
(DC1), we adopt the idea proposed by prior immersive conferencing
systems [63, 84] in our camera-screen setup. We detect the local
user’s head movement using a facial landmark detection module
[16], and slightly adjust rendering camera’s pose to achieve a depth
perception effect. The final 3D virtual meeting scene is shown in
Figure 1.

4.3 Speech-Driven Layout Transition
In this section, we delve into the details of the layout transition
algorithm that offers speech-responsive support (orange block in
Figure 3), addressing DC2 and DC3.

4.3.1 Algorithm Inputs. In the example shown in Figure 1, from
Sean’s viewpoint, when Alice speaks to him, his attention is fo-
cused on Alice’s face. When Bob and Alice converse with each other,
Sean’s attention encompasses both individuals simultaneously. Pre-
vious studies [11, 52, 69] have highlighted the importance of being
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Figure 3: The end-to-end workflow of ChatDirector for space-aware scene rendering. The blue blocks reside in the local user’s
domain, while the green blocks are incoming remote channels. The gray blocks represent the intermediate outputs and mod-
ules. The orange block indicates that the speech-driven layout transition algorithm uses the detected speech transcriptions of
both local and remote participants to adjust both the camera pose and the avatars’ behaviors in the local user’s screen.

cognizant of every participant’s speech activities for sustaining
smooth and engaging face-to-face conversations. Similarly, in the
formative study, participants raised the same concern (DC2). Hence,
we propose to leverage all participants’ speech activities as inputs
to the layout transition algorithm in our system. Generally, we
consider three Speech States, inspired by the user quotes discussed
in DC2.

• Quiet {𝑖} represents the state when the individual (𝑖) is not speak-
ing. This frequently occurs in situations like formal presentations
and weekly group meetings, where the audience remains silent,
attentively listening to other speakers.

• Announce {𝑖} represents the state when the individual (𝑖) is
making an announcement to the other participants, or generally
speaking to everyone, e.g., a presentation, or a teacher lecturing.

• Talk-To {𝑖 → 𝑗} represents the state when the individual (𝑖)
seeks to engage in a dialogue with a specific remote user ( 𝑗 ).
For instance, a person may ask a presenter questions in team
meetings and project presentations after the progress update. We
further propose a Pair {𝑖 ↔ 𝑗} state as a subset of the Talk-To
state, which indicates that there exists two users who are talking
to each other. For instance, after person 𝑖 initiates a question
(Talk-To {𝑖 → 𝑗}), the presenter 𝑗 enters Talk-To { 𝑗 → 𝑖} as well,
which forms a continuous back-and-forth conversation between
two participants.

The Speech States of both local and remote participants are in-
ferred from transcribed speech. Typically, a user enters the Quiet
state when the system has not received any speech transcription
for 1.5 seconds (empirically set). After the system has detected
speech for over 0.5 seconds, it implies either an Announce or Talk-
To state. We adopt the keyword detection method to distinguish
these two states. If the system detects the user Id (user 𝑗 ) in the
live transcription of the user 𝑖 , the Speech State of the user 𝑖 is set
to Talk-To {𝑖 → 𝑗}. We will show the GUI for users to enter their
user Ids in §4.4. We use a keyword dictionary ({ “all”, “everyone”,
“everybody”}) to indicate the Announce state, with only the first 3
words in every incoming speech transcription will be examined
to eliminate potential ambiguity. Note that if user 𝑖 was in Talk-To

state, and the system detects speech again, the state remains un-
changed unless one keyword for another Talk-To or Announce state
is detected. When using ChatDirector, users are directed to inves-
tigate the Announce keywords and add the ones they feel natural
and preferred to use in their personal announcement speech. We
will analyze user feedback on this novel feature in §6.

4.3.2 Algorithm Outputs. Following DC3, we propose two algo-
rithm outputs to help users infer ongoing speech activities, and
shift their focus promptly, thereby enhancing overall conversation
fluidity and engagement. First, the algorithm replicates the behav-
ior of one who gazes at different people as the conversations go
on. It outputs one of the three Layout States that shows different
field-of-views (FOVs) and scene layouts by rotating and zooming
the virtual camera. Moreover, recalling the participants’ comments
in DC4, we avoid designing an over-complicated visualization or
grid-layout-like design that may increase user’s mental load. In of-
fline group chat live streaming and video editing areas, researchers
and developers have investigated how directors control the pre-
sentation based on the ongoing conversations [38, 42, 65], hence,
leading the audience’s attention transition throughout the conver-
sations. In this paper, we follow these works and in-person meet
scenarios and propose three Layout States.

• One-On-One {𝑖} renders one single remote avatar (𝑖) on the 2D
screen (Figure 1b), which mimics the in-person scenarios where
one hopes to maintain eye contact with another person dur-
ing one-on-one conversations such as post-presentation Q&A,
intense back-and-forth discussions in casual exchanges, and con-
versational games. Such a design is also aligned with the speech-
turns ideas in prior elicitation studies [52] that in a common
group conversation, only one person speaks up at one time and
speech turns should happen seamlessly to ensure a smooth con-
versation experience.

• Pairwise {𝑖, 𝑗} places two remote users (𝑖, 𝑗 ) horizontally in two
split viewports (Figure 1c), which mainly addresses the Pair
Speech State, representing scenarios of listening to a one-on-
one conversation between two individuals. Note that this design
is also adopted in the above-mentioned live streaming works
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[42, 65], which has been proved to be an effective way to present
one-on-one conversations to an audience.

• Full-View renders the entire virtual meeting environment with
all available remote participants (Figure 1a and d). This state aims
to address the needs when the conversation involves multiple
participants (e.g., a general announcement to all participants in a
group meeting, or multiple pairs of one-on-one conversations).

As one shifts the gaze at different people, each remote participant
also switches the eye contact target by slightly rotating the head in
face-to-face conversations. With the help of the 3D portrait avatar
representation and the spatial awareness inherent in the virtual
scene, we could replicate such behavior in ChatDirector in a more
natural manner than rotating the 2D windows [78] or displays
[28, 58] adopted by prior works. We propose two Avatar States
that rotate each remote avatar in the local user’s virtual scene to
indicate remote participants’ attention transition.

• Local {𝑖} rotates the remote participant 𝑖 towards the rendering
camera as if looking at the local user.

• Remote {𝑖 → 𝑗} indicates the remote participant 𝑖 is looking at
participant 𝑗 with the corresponding rotation.

4.3.3 Decision Tree Algorithm. The decision tree algorithm is shown
in Figure 4a. The algorithm starts from examining the local user’s
Speech State. The first two straightforward cases shown in Figure 4a
reflect the scenarios when the local user’s Speech State is either
Announce or Talk-To. When the local user is Quiet, which means
the local user is engaged in other conversations as a listener, the
algorithm starts to check the Speech States of all other remote par-
ticipants in sequential order for the existence of: (1st) Announce
{𝑖}, (2nd) Pair {𝑖 ↔ 𝑗}, and (3rd) Talk-To {𝑖 → 𝑗}. In order to guar-
antee that the algorithm has the potential to be utilized in more
complicated scenarios with more participants, we then consider
the number of each Speech State during the decision process. Con-
sidering that in offline scenarios, an individual’s attention and gaze
are constrained, the algorithm also aims to prevent rendering an
over-complicated virtual scene. Hence, when there are multiple
engaging Talk-To or Pair, the algorithm switches the layout back to
Full-view rather than multiple Pairwise viewports. Eventually, the
algorithm outputs one of the 9 available cases with both a Layout
State and Avatar States for all remote avatars (Figure 4a). Now, the
system starts to adjust the virtual meeting scene by manipulating
the render camera to reflect the Layout State and the corresponding
3D portrait avatars for the Avatar States. In Pairwise, we leverage
the spatial relationship among the remote avatars to ensure the
avatars with the Remote Avatar State can properly rotate towards
each other. When there are more than one remote participants in
Announce, we rotate each avatar with the Remote Avatar State to
the closest Announce avatar. Moreover, when the Layout State is
Full-View, we slightly enlarge the remote avatar who is in either
the Announce or Talk-To Speech States to inform the local user to
pay specific attention.

We detail the decision process of the algorithm with concrete
examples (Figure 1). First, as shown in Figure 1a, the local user,
Sean, initiated the remote conferencing with a general announce-
ment. As Sean’s Speech State was Announce, the algorithm went
to case 1, where a Full-View layout was used to render all the

other participants, while all looked at Sean as each remote partic-
ipant holds the Local Avatar State. In Figure 1b, Sean and Alice
had one-on-one conversations. This led to case 2 since Sean was
in the Talk-To {Local → Alice} Speech State. Therefore, the system
only rendered Alice’s avatar in Sean’s view. In Figure 1c, Sean was
Quiet. Meanwhile, both Bob and Alice were having conversations
with each other (Talk-To), which indicated the existence of a Pair
{𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 ↔ 𝐵𝑜𝑏}. As a result, the algorithm output case 4 and drove
the system to enter the Pairwise {Bob,Alice} Layout State, and ro-
tated both avatars towards each other (Remote {Bob → Alice} and
Remote {Alice → Bob}). Last but not least, when Charlie started to
make an announcement to every one (Announce), the layout was
changed back to Full-View, and all the other avatars rotated towards
Charlie as if all the participants were paying attention to Charlie’s
speech (case 3).

Moreover, as shown in Figure 4, the algorithm is deployed on
each participant’s device, which leads to distinct and tailored out-
puts for each participant in every moment. For instance in Figure 4b,
we show the screenshots taken from the four participants’ devices
when Alice and Bob are discussing. According to the algorithm,
since Sean and Charlie are Quiet, the algorithm chooses to the Pair-
wise Layout State together with two Remote Avatar States. On the
other hand, for Alice and Bob, since they are talking, the system
renders One-On-One respectively. The design of the algorithm also
ensures reasonable speech-visualization coordination on each par-
ticipant’s device. For instance, when two users are talking to each
other with Talk-To Speech States in One-On-One Layout States, a
Quiet user is listening to the conversations using Pairwise Layout
State. Later, when another user Talk-To the Quiet user, the layout
will be immediately changed to Full-view to make sure that the
Quiet user is aware of the newly initiated conversation.

4.4 Implementation
We trained the depth estimation model on 16 NVIDIA V100 Ten-
sor Core (32GB) [51] for 72 hours. The avatar rendering pipeline
was validated using Rapsai [13]. The resolution of the RGB live
video streamed via WebRTC is 360×480 pixels while the resolu-
tion of the depth image, as mentioned in the model description,
is 192×256 pixels. Currently, ChatDirector supports rendering 6
remote participants using an Apple MacBook Pro (M1 with 32GB
unified memory) at 30FPS. As described before, more remote par-
ticipants are supported but will be listed in a drop-down menu.
We will discuss future improvements in the Limitation section. As
shown in Figure 5a, we develop a website for users to join a shared
meeting room. The previously mentioned back-end socket server
will help construct WebRTC peer connections among the users
who enter the same meeting id. Meanwhile, we provide a GUI (Fig-
ure 5b) that provides users with necessary capabilities including
toggling on and off audio and video, adjusting the sensitivity of
head-movement detection for the spatial awareness, changing room
assets with pre-set avatar placements, and adding custom keywords
for triggering the Announce Speech State. During the execution of
the layout transition algorithm output, a time threshold of two sec-
onds is implemented to avoid fluctuating transitions of the Layout
State and Avatar State.
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Figure 5: (a) The home page that enables participants to en-
ter user ID and meeting room ID. (b) The GUI that provides
proactive control over the system functionalities.

5 APPLICATION SCENARIOS
Since the COVID pandemic, virtual meetings have become a pop-
ular norm for a variety of purposes, including one-on-one online
consultations [18], officemeetings [4], and large-scale online classes
[75]. In this section, we aim to illustrate the significance of spatial
awareness and attention transition assistance facilitated by Chat-
Director through multiple application scenarios where more than
two participants engage in intense conversations.

Brainstorming. Brainstorming is a creative problem-solving
technique that encourages open and free-flowing discussion among
participants to generate new ideas or approaches to a given topic or
challenge. The process typically involves frequent turn-taking for
idea grounding and sudden announcements with inspiring thoughts.
In Figure 6a-1 and a-2, five students are having a brainstorming
session to come up with an idea for a toy design class project.
ChatDirector renders different Pairwise Layout States as themeeting
progresses. The layouts indicate that the female student who sits in
the middle turns to different students in different Pairwise layouts,

so that the local user (coordinator) can easily keep track of the
current discussion between different students.

Debates. A debate is a structured form of discussion involving
participants arguing for or against a specific topic, statement, or
proposition. Debates typically feature two opposing sides, each
presenting well-reasoned arguments and evidence to support their
respective positions. In this application scenario, we mainly focus
on the viewpoint of the audience to demonstrate that with ChatDi-
rector, debate can be more engaging and interesting to watch. For
instance, when a team member (the second left person) makes an
announcement, a Full-View is used to replicate an in-person debate
scene from the audience’s viewpoint where all the other partici-
pants look at the speaker (Figure 6b-1). In Figure 6b-2, a Pairwise
layout better sets the atmosphere of an intense debate between two
opposite members.

Conversation games. Online conversation games are enter-
taining activities that stimulates fun conversation, creativity, and
icebreakers among friends and strangers. Typically, participants are
expected to actively listen and react to each other’s contributions
and announcements, which leads to frequent attention transition
and back-and-forth communication with different players. Here,
six people are playing a conversation game, Fact or Fiction [17].
When there are discussions between one or more Pairs, the system
automatically helps the local user transit to the proper layout, so
that the local user can better collect useful information from the
conversations (Figure 6c-1 and c-2).

Remote office hour sessions. The COVID-19 pandemic has
significantly impacted the educational landscape [75], prompting
a rapid shift to remote learning and online platforms. As a result,
online office hours have become welcomed by both students and
instructors. In this example, we show, from an instructor’s perspec-
tive, how ChatDirector improves the online office hour experience
when explaining homework problems. Typically, a One-On-One
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(a) Online brainstorming with different Pairwise layouts to assist attention transition  (b) Online debate with dynamic layout adjustments to improve the audience’s engagement 

(c) Conversation game that helps players collect gaming information with the attention transition assistance (d) Remote office hour that assists instructors to efficiently answer questions

(a-1)   (a-2) (b-1)   (b-2)

(c-1)   (c-2) (d-1)   (d-2)

Figure 6: Application scenarios enabled by ChatDirector: (a-1 and a-2) A remote brainstorming session. (b-1 and b-2) An online
debate. (c-1 and c-2) An online conversation game. (d-1 and d-2) A remote office hour.

layout helps the TA concentrate on answering each student’s ques-
tions (Figure 6d-1). Meanwhile, the TA is also willing to engage in
the discussions among students to ensure they have digested the
knowledge (Figure 6d-2).

6 USER STUDY
In this section, we describe a systematic user study that was con-
ducted to evaluate how ChatDirectoraddresses the research ques-
tions identified in this paper. One key contribution of ChatDirector
lies in the integrated system design with ML technical support that
offers attention transition assistance with 3D-like visualization in
2D-screen-based RVCS. Thus, we first investigated whether the
space-aware scene rendering and the speech-driven layout tran-
sition performs to participants’ expectations and facilitates fluid
conversations. Further, we evaluated how ChatDirector impacted
conversation engagement and overall virtual meeting experience
from a system-level contribution’s perspective. We envisioned the
findings of this paper would enlighten future research in democ-
ratizing 3D-based assistance in RVCS, and inspire future studies
on how to leverage the designs of ChatDirector in more virtual
meeting scenarios. With commercial RVCS platforms [24, 48, 86]
continuing to predominate in this field, we chose a commercial
RVCS, Google Meet [24], as a benchmark to explore how our sys-
tem could offer performance on par with, or superior to, these
established commercial systems.

6.1 Participants
We invited 16 participants (4 females and 12 males), with an av-
erage age of 25.75 (SD=2.77) from our institution. All participants
had previous experience with commercial RVCS (e.g., Zoom [86],
Google Meet [24], and Microsoft Teams [48]) in both personal and
professional scenarios: 13 participants had used RVCS for attending
online classes and formal project presentation; 6 had used RVCS
for group discussions with classmates and friends. 13 participants
had used RVCS for more than once per week, while 7 had used
RVCS for more than once per day. None of the participants had
prior experience with our system before participating in the study.

6.2 Procedure
We conducted a 60-minute group user study with four participants
per group in a controlled lab setting. The four participants were
asked to sign a consent form upon their arrival. Afterward, the
researcher provided a brief introduction to the study’s purpose
and procedures. For each group, we provided the participants four
laptops installed with ChatDirector, and ensured everyone wore
headphones or were physically dispersed. The study consisted of
two 20-minute sub-sessions, with each group conducting a remote
conferencing task using either ChatDirector or Google Meet [24]
(labeled as “Video” in the questionnaire results). The arrangement
of the tasks and systems was shuffled to counterbalance the data.
For the sub-session with ChatDirector, the researcher also provided
a tutorial including instructions on how to join a shared meeting
room and how to use the GUI, including asking the participants
to add custom Announce keywords if necessary. Additionally, the
participants were instructed to report any unexpected performance
of the layout transition algorithm by clicking two buttons displayed
on the GUI: one for the Layout State and one for the Avatar State.
This allowed for a quantitative assessment of the algorithm’s per-
formance.

As mentioned in §1, while RVCS have been adopted in diversi-
fied conversation-intense virtual group meetings, the similarities
in speech interactions across them allow researchers to conduct
elicitation studies and develop systems that address common limi-
tations. In this user study, we mainly targeted usability evaluation
of ChatDirector. Considering data counter-balancing of the study
setup, we selected two virtual meeting scenarios, a group debate
and a conversational game, that not only represented the typical
virtual meeting scope focused in this paper, but also contained ad-
equate complexity that could extensively trigger system features
to help assess effectiveness. Specifically, these two tasks consisted
of conversational interactions raised in prior works [38, 42, 52, 65]
such as one-to-all announcements and back-and-forth speech turns.
In the debate task, each participant was instructed to present either
a supporting or opposing claim on the debate topic with evidence,
followed by open discussions and counterexamples by other partic-
ipants. In the conversation game task, each participant was asked
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to provide a word for others to guess, providing basic information
about the word, followed by more questions from other partici-
pants until the word was successfully guessed. The researcher did
not provide any guidance during the two sub-sessions except for
time-up warnings and technical issues. Screens and error logs were
recorded for verifying participant-reported errors and to ensure
that there was no other unexpected performance of ChatDirector,
and additionally also to contextualize participant quotes during
post-study analysis. After each sub-session, the participants were
asked to complete a 7-point Likert-scale questionnaire regarding the
user experience. After completing both sessions, the participants
were asked to complete the Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) [45]
questionnaire that was designed to measure dimensions of presence.
Additionally, an open-ended verbal interview was conducted by
the researchers to collect subjective feedback on ChatDirector.

6.3 Results
All 16 participants across the four groups successfully completed the
two remote meeting scenarios using the corresponding RVCS. We
report the results of the user study based on the research question
we aim to address: whether ChatDirector succeeds in improving the
overall conversation flow and engagement by the speech-driven lay-
out and avatar transitions within the space-aware shared meeting
environment. We analyzed the resultsusing the Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank Test [81] for the Likert-scale questions to examine potential
statistical differences between ChatDirector and commercial RVCS.
Following the recommendations from previous research [70], we
ensured that the sample size for the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
exceeded 15 pairs. Yet, considering the limited sample size, we
hold a conservative opinion on these test results, and provide user
feedback as supplementary evidence to support our findings. We
summarize the key takeaways of the user study as follows, and
elaborate on the study results in the following sub-sections.
• ChatDirector effectively addresses speech-related issues involved
in RVCS [52] given the high accuracy of the layout transition
algorithm outputs, as well as the preferable user ratings on the
attention transition assistance.

• ChatDirector enhances co-presence and engagement when com-
pared with commercial 2D-based RVCS, which is supported by
the TPI ratings and constructive participant feedback.

6.3.1 Attention Transition and Speech Fluency. From prior studies,
we identified the importance of assisting remote participants to
keep track of the ongoing conversations. Following the DC2 and
DC3 distilled from the formative study, we contribute a speech-
sensitive algorithm to dynamically change the layout and spatial
behaviors of remote avatars in a shared meeting environment. Dur-
ing the sub-sessions that used ChatDirector, the layout transition
algorithm output on average Layout State change 10.44 (SD=3.10)
times and Avatar State change 66.50 (SD=16.65) times. Regarding
the Layout State behavior, the participants reported 0.50 (SD=0.63)
unexpected mistakes, which led to a 94.79% (SD=6.88%) accuracy.
For the Avatar State, the accuracy was 98.80% (SD=1.26%) with 0.88
(SD=0.96) unsatisfactory avatar behavior. “The layout and avatar
behaved very naturally and smoothly. I didn’t need to pay additional
attention and it already showed me what I wanted. (P11)” The partic-
ipants also acknowledged the need for customizing the Announce

keywords. “It makes sense to me to use some keywords for announce-
ment. In group conversations, you really need to make some claims
to let everybody pay attention to you. It was very natural and didn’t
break the overall speech fluency at all. (P4)” “When you asked me
to add some [Announce keywords], I realized I always say ’alright’
or ’awesome’ when I want to conclude one-on-one conversations and
come back to an announcement speech. I found ChatDirector did a
good job detecting my habit and showed [Full-view] accurately.” (P6)

The participants also welcomed the improvements to attention
transition brought by our system, as shown in Figure 7a. When
participants were speaking, they appreciated that ChatDirector
gave them an explicit feeling that the remote participants started to
pay attention to them using One-On-One Layout State (Q1: M=6.13,
SD=0.81). In contrast, the commercial RVCS received a significantly
less preferable result (Q1: M=4.06, SD=1.18) with Z=-3.30,p<.01.
Similarly, our visual assistance also enables the remote partici-
pants to rapidly react to the local participant so that the local par-
ticipant had a significantly better feeling of the responsiveness
(Q4-ChatDirector: M=6.25, SD=0.77; Q4-Video: M=3.81, SD=1.17;
Z=-3.54, p<.001). “The zoom-in effect when I started to talk to some-
one reminded me of a face-to-face conversation, where I had a direct
eye contact with that person. It was really cool to get that feeling on
my laptop to help me focus on our discussion.” (P4) “In [commercial
RVCS], the layout was always unchanged. I could feel my partner
didn’t notice I was talking to him at sometime. But I felt ChatDirector
helps us be more responsive. Not only me, but also my partners.” (P1)

Furthermore, when the participants were not speaking, the Lay-
out State helped the participants immediately respond to the other
participants (Q2-ChatDirector: M=6.06, SD=0.85; Q2-Video: AVG:
3.13, SD=0.81; Z=-3.46, p<.01). “Before I realized someone was talking
to me, the system already helped me focus on that person. [Commer-
cial RVCS] could only let me know who was speaking, but would never
let me know who was speaking to me.” (P1) The combination of the
layout transition and the animations of the remote avatars enabled
the participants to shift the attention to the right conversations
on time (Q3-ChatDirector: M=6.00, SD=0.63; Q3-Video: AVG: 3.19,
SD=1.11; Z=-3.54, p<.001). “I liked the [Pairwise] the most. It gave
me a very realistic feeling just like they were sitting there to do the
discussion in front of me.” (P8) “I play conversational games a lot on
Zoom with my friends. It’s always a big problem for me to extract
useful information when they start to have intense conversations. I
could definitely imagine how ChatDirector helps improve that situa-
tion.” (P16) Furthermore, we observed that some participants did
not contribute much during the open discussion, but still found
that they appreciated the system features. “I didn’t know the oth-
ers well, but I still felt quite interesting when I could see two people
debating against each other in those two tiles. I enjoyed it just like
watching a TV show.” (P2) “I gave this system a higher rating than
commercial systems. The dynamic transition gave this meeting more
energy. Everybody was like standing in front of me and walk around
when they talk.” (P8) Using ChatDirector, the feeling of engagement
was significantly better than using traditional grid-layout 2D RVCS
(Q5-ChatDirector: M=6.00, SD=0.82; Q5-Video: M=2.19, SD=0.83;
Z=-3.56, p<.001). “ChatDirector provided me with more energy. I
think if I used this system to take virtual classes, I would like to raise
more discussions with the instructor.” (P11) “I felt like being driven by
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Figure 7: (a) The comparison results between ChatDirector and commercial RVCS in terms of the attention transition expe-
rience. The participants agreed that the layout and avatar adjustments driven by the layout transition algorithm could help
keep concentrated on the ongoing conversations as well as improve the overall engagement. (b) The results of the TPI. Over-
all, ChatDirector received significantly higher feedback on the co-presence experience by immersing remote participants
in the virtual meeting scene with 3D portrait avatar representations and spatial-sensitive layout and avatar adjustments.
(∗ : 𝑝 < .05, ∗∗ : 𝑝 < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ : 𝑝 < .001)

an invisible camera man, leading me into a story, which was super
engaging to me.” (P10)

6.3.2 Spatial Presence and Overall User Experience. We further
identified the needs of combining the visual assistance [30, 31] and
the spatial awareness enabled by 3D virtual environment rendering
[39, 58, 85] so that participants have a natural feeling of co-presence,
and the attention transition can be delivered to end-users in a non-
obtrusive manner. The space-aware rendering pipeline and the 3D
shared virtual meeting environment are then designed following
DC1 and DC4. In order to evaluate the presence-oriented experi-
ence of ChatDirector, we pulled the questions that were related to
RVCS from the Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) [45], which were
designed to qualitatively measure the media experience in spatial
and social presence. The results are shown in Figure 7b.

In terms of the visual fidelity of the 3D portrait avatar, as shown
in Q5 and Q6, the participants could clearly observe both the facial
expression and body language of remote participants without any
significant difference when compared with commercial RVCS (Q5-
ChatDirector: M=6.75, SD=0.45; Q5-Video: M=6.50, SD=0.52; Z=-
1.27, p=.206; Q6-ChatDirector: M=5.81, SD=0.83; Q6-Video: M=6.19,
SD=0.66; Z=-1.39, p=.165). These comparative results indicated the
feasibility of our avatar reconstruction technique.

We built a 3D virtualmeeting scene that provided the participants
with a significantly higher feeling of social presence. When using
our system, the feeling of sitting together with each other was
much higher than commercial RVCS (Q2-ChatDirector: M=6.50,
SD=0.63; Q2-Video: M=2.19, SD=0.91; Z=-3.55, p<.001). “The most
dominant reason that I would use ChatDirector is the feeling of being
together with my friends. This reminds me of the virtual background
feature we always use in [commercial RVCS]. People choose different
background, which hugely reduced the feeling of being together.” (P10)
Meanwhile, such co-presence together with the attention transition

enhanced the mutual speech awareness among the participants
(Q1-ChatDirector: M=6.69, SD=0.48; Q1-Video: M=6.00, SD=1.15;
Z=-2.37, p<.05). “When I used [commercial RVCS], I was used to
confirming with my partners that they heard my speech. But when
I used ChatDirector, the dynamic visual feedback gave me a higher
confidence because I knew they also had the same layout transition
features.” (P3)

Similarly, the participants were more clear about that someone
was talking to them with the help of the layout transition (Q3-
ChatDirector: M=6.81, SD=0.40; Q3-Video: M=4.63, SD=1.09; Z=-
3.43, p<.01). “I’m a TA, and I would like to use this system instead of
[commercial RVCS] when I do virtual classes because the [One-On-
One] layout really help me remember who actively interacts with me.”
(P11) Moreover, the eye contact was successfully preserved with
the help of our system (Q4-ChatDirector: M=6.31, SD=0.48; Q4-
Video: M=4.31, SD=0.79; Z=-3.58, p<.001). “I really like the rotation
of the avatar. On [commercial RVCS], it’s super difficult for me to
recognize who is talking to whom. But now, I can even feel that they
are having some direct eye contacts in that [Pairwise] layout.” (P5)
Enabled by the automatic transition of the layout and avatars, the
participants felt that ChatDirector was much more responsive than
commercial RVCS (Q8-ChatDirector: M=6.38, SD=0.50; Q8-Video:
M=5.94, SD=0.93; Z=-2.97, p<.01). “[Commercial RVCS] is too stable.
But with those dynamic assistance of ChatDirector, I feel like every
time when I need an assistance, the system is responsive to my need.”
(P10)

To sum up, with all the features provided by ChatDirector, the
participants felt muchmore engaged in themeeting (Q7-ChatDirector:
M=5.75, SD=0.45; Q7-Video: M=4.56, SD=0.81; Z=-3.44, p<.01). “It
was a lot of fun to use ChatDirector. In the past when I used [com-
mercial RVCS] to do group discussions, I felt bored when others have
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conversations. But now, I feel like ChatDirector is trying to push me
to join those conversations.” (P9)

6.4 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the study results, to provide insights and
opportunities for current system improvement and future RVCS
research.

6.4.1 Unexpected behavior of the layout transition algorithm. In the
post-study interview, some participants raised concerns about the
unexpected behavior of the attention transition assistance. “When I
listened to others’ discussion about what I said, sometimes the layout
jumps between [Full-View] and [Pairwise].” (P13). Although we added
a time threshold to avoid frequent transitions between sequential
Layout States, the current algorithm does not understand the seman-
tics of the conversations. In some scenarios, the local participant
may not care about the detailed turn-taking and handovers. Instead,
the participant expects to enjoy the discussion from a high-level
perspective. Hence, we believe that when designing future speech-
aware assistance systems, there is potential benefit in interpreting
semantics from different levels of detail.

While the accuracy of theAvatar State output and the correspond-
ing qualitative results were generally satisfactory, the unexpected
errors mostly came from the cases in Full-View Layout State where
the two remote participants were not next to each other. “I reported
an [Avatar State] error when I thought [the left-most participant]
turned to the avatar next to him. But latter, I realized I was wrong.
[The left-most participant] was talking to [the right-most participant].”
(P2) On one hand, such spatial ambiguity could often be resolved
as the continued conversation provided more context. Meanwhile,
combining speech with visual cues, such as shrinking or moving
unrelated participants and adding visualizations of Talk-To Speech
States, may be promising directions for future RVCS design.

6.4.2 Impact of individual differences on system ratings. In Fig-
ure 7a, we noticed that the baseline video-based RVCS received
much lower scores than ChatDirector, especially, in the engagement
(Q5) and responsiveness (Q2, Q3) questions. One reason was be-
cause the participants we recruited did not know each other. When
some participants used the commercial RVCS that they have been
quite familiar with, they were not impressed and did not show high
enthusiasm. Hence, we observed that some participants did not talk
much during the tasks, and some participants didn’t react timely as
the commercial RVCS did not provide hints for attention transition.
“Well, when I used [commercial RVCS] in the first session, I really didn’t
get the point of this study. I didn’t see any interesting point there. After
I tried ChatDirector, I realized the difference there. Honestly speaking,
ChatDirector was new to me, and I really enjoyed trying out new
things. It was pretty cool! (P13)” This feedback suggests a potential
additional benefit that we did not consider during the design pro-
cess. ChatDirector may facilitate ice-breaking scenarios in helping
with inclusion and facilitating connections in a social setting. By
dynamically adjusting the layouts, ChatDirector has the potential to
act as a director or host, facilitating each participant’s participation.
Furthermore, while we received positive feedback regarding the
Pairwise layout from the participants who did not tend to express
much in group conversations, people who are more active may

want to be considerate to those quiet participants. Therefore, we
are motivated to conduct a larger-scale user study to investigate
system performance when people with different personalities (e.g.,
extroverted vs. introverted) use our system. We could also track
longitudinal user feedback as they become more familiar with the
system.

6.4.3 Effects of the types of virtual meetings. In our user study,
we designed two tasks with two topics: a casual one and a for-
mal one. As a system-oriented work, the study of ChatDirector
was mainly designed to verify the reliability of the novel techni-
cal features and overall usability. However, both tasks included
complex speech-turns and announcements, representing common
application scenarios within the scope of this paper. The study find-
ings align with the prior works that require complicated hardware
setups [63, 85]. Hence, we believe that the features of ChatDirec-
tor fit well within the current ecosystem of conversation-oriented
RVCS. This paper suggests that participants would welcome spatial
awareness on 2D screens, provided the system properly integrates
3D-driven features, (e.g., layout and avatar transitions). In addition
to the technical aspects, we also received user feedback related to
the conversation topics. “I used ChatDirector to do the guess-the-
word-game, and it was super fun, I really enjoyed looking at people’s
faces with the zoom-in effect because it made me feel like we were
laughing together. (P12)” “I really liked the [Pairwise] design when I
did the debate. It was exactly what I expected when looking at two
people having intense back-and-forth chats. (P9)” We realized that
the participants showed slightly different preferences for the sys-
tem features under different conversation topics, which motivates
us to conduct further user studies across diverse virtual meeting
scenarios such as the ones discussed in Application Scenarios.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The satisfactory accuracy of the attention transition algorithm,
coupled with positive feedback on the speech fluency and spatial
co-presence suggests promising potential for improved usability
with ChatDirector. In this section, we further discuss the issues we
observed and which were raised by study participants, and suggest
potential solutions and avenues for improvement.

Avatar representation.Using an accelerated portrait depth pre-
diction neural network together with a mesh rendering approach,
we enable a real-time reconstruction of a participant’s upper-body
using a single RGB video. However, due to the limited field-of-view
of the camera, the side and back of the participant remain unac-
counted for. Most participants felt that the current visualization
provided a clear visual hint for attention transition, but would
prefer if the visual artifacts were addressed. One potential solu-
tion could involve asking users to take photos of their faces from
multiple angles and utilizing 3D object reconstruction [9, 82] and
rendering techniques [49, 64, 74] to complete the missing side mesh.
Alternatively, real-time facial expressions of the local user could
be mapped onto a given 3D head mesh model [8, 20, 34]. Yet, it
still needs extensive technical validation to prove the feasibility of
implementing these state-of-the-art modules in real-time using a
single RGB camera.
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Inputs of the layout transition algorithm.We received pos-
itive feedback on the attention transition assistance. However, un-
expected layout behaviors occurred during certain scenarios. One
of the primary reasons is the limitation of the algorithm’s input.
Specifically, semantic-level information may play a crucial role in
complex discussion scenarios. For instance, in group conversations,
a summary of a series of opinion exchanges may describe the on-
going semantics more precisely. Additionally, emotion may also be
revealed from the speech and influence the user attention transition.
By leveraging Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Large Lan-
guage Model (LLM) techniques, such as dialogue summarization
and emotion recognition [23, 62, 76], we envision incorporating
semantic perception to expand the definition of the Speech State
and expand the capability of the speech-driven algorithm in future
work.

Large-scale meeting scenarios. We considered the number
of Speech States as a critical factor in the decision tree algorithm,
which allows the system to handle scenarios with more participants.
Additionally, following commercial RVCS, we avoided visualizing
too much information simultaneously (e.g., using a grid-like Pair-
wise layout when more than two Pairs exist) to reduce mental
load. However, we could leverage the spatial awareness enabled
by the system for visualizations of large-scale remote meetings.
One straightforward add-on feature follows the ’pin a user’ idea in
commercial RVCS. We could allow the user to select which subset
of participants to visualize as 3D avatars for very large meetings.
The concept of the break-out rooms could be another improvement.
During the user study, P11 mentioned: “One application scenario I
could imagine is an online group discussion with many students. I,
as a TA, would like to join different groups to check their progress.”
By leveraging the 3D meeting scene and the attention transition
assistance, we would be interested in future work to place spatial
anchors as groups in the entire virtual environment for the hidden
remote avatars, and enable either the local user or the algorithm to
translate the rendering camera to focus on different user groups.

Automation vs. customization. The user study showed that
the automatic attention transition was effective in improving the
remote meeting experience. Most participants recognized its ef-
fectiveness with the design of Layout State and Avatar State. P5
suggested a human-in-the-loop approach: “I was wondering could
the system use my feedback to improve the transition effects?” P4
raised a concern that “What if I want to always show my mom’s
avatar in our family chats?” How to balance between automation
and customization is always a non-trivial issue. We believe that
potential improvements could involve allowing users to manually
toggle on/off specific features, providing real-time feedback to fine-
tune the algorithm to suit their preferences, and incorporating
unsupervised approaches such as rule-based machine learning and
regressions [1]. Inspired by commercial RVCS [24, 53, 86] that allow
users to actively pin specific users and adjust the grid layout, we
envision future spatialized RVCS to provide 3D anchors to allow
users to manually place important participants in the virtual scenes
or split views of groups to address the customization needs and
concerns.

Integration with more meeting elements. In this paper, we
limit our research scope to conversation-oriented remote conferenc-
ing scenarios and propose ChatDirector to address speech-sensitive

issues such as loss of attention and speech interruptions [11, 25, 52].
As mentioned in the beginning of the paper, digital assistance en-
abled by commercial RVCS (e.g., presentation sharing) has been
adopted in many virtual meeting cases. Since our system enables
a 3D shared meeting environment, exploiting the advantages of
spatial awareness becomes an attractive development direction.
This includes integrating meeting elements commonly used in com-
mercial RVCS into our system. Examples include placing chats and
relevant visuals [43], physical objects [33, 67], live captions [44, 55],
and shared screens next to corresponding users for intuitive spatial
reference, popping up emojis and raising hand icons above users
to attract the presenter’s attention, and enabling private chats with
spatially-aware audio. However, given the limited size of the 2D
screen, further research and study are required to identify the most
practical designs for such integration.

Integration with extended reality. Extended Reality (XR) has
witnessed a rapid growth recently. It has also been leveraged in
remote conferencing [26, 29, 57], and social media platforms [12].
Meta Horizon Workrooms [32] and Spatial [72] allow users join a
virtual shared environment by wearing XR headsets. In this paper,
we target the more commonly used computing devices (e.g., laptop)
as they have a higher accessibility and flexibility to be integrated
with other office tools. Meanwhile, XR-based works adopt either
profile photo or cartoon avatars as users’ visual representations.
Yet, in many formal scenarios such as product pitches, debates, and
press conferences, a high-fidelity facial presence would be required.
Pixel codec avatars [46] and Apple Vision Pro [2] have shown both
research and commercial exploration in enabling real-time photore-
alistic avatar driving while end-users wear XR headsets. Following
this trend, we envision the integration between our system and
XR-based conferencing systems so that cross-platform users can
join the same virtual meeting with high-fidelity self representation.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce ChatDirector, a novel RVCS designed to
make video meetings more engaging and to enhance the feeling of
co-presence through speech-driven visual cues in a space-aware
scene. We introduce a real-time technical pipeline that makes it pos-
sible to render remote participants as 3D portrait avatars in a shared
3D virtual environment without requiring specialized equipment.
We contribute a speech-aware algorithm that dynamically adjusts
the on-screen arrangement of remote participants and their behav-
iors, offering visual assistance to aid attention tracking and shifting.
We further demonstrate various application scenarios, highlighting
the potential for ChatDirector to enhance common remote confer-
encing experiences, such as brainstorms, debates, games, and office
hours. We share our findings from a comparative user study with a
baseline RCVS, which suggests that ChatDirector provides a more
engaging remote conferencing experience. Our study participants
provided valuable insights about increased co-presence from the
space-aware virtual scene and how the dynamic scene transitions
encourage engagement, but also pointed to important future work
for improving avatar representation and integrating semantic per-
ception. We hope that ChatDirector will inspire continued work on
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everyday computing platforms that leverage state-of-the-art percep-
tion and interaction techniques to increase the sense of co-presence
and engagement.
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